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Important Note 

This report and all its components (including images, audio, video, text) is copyright. Apart from fair 

dealing for the purposes of private study, research, criticism or review as permitted under the Copyright 

Act 1968, no part may be reproduced, copied, transmitted in any form or by any means (electronic, 

mechanical or graphic) without the prior written permission of O2 Metocean.  

This report has been prepared for the sole use of the Mineral Resources Limited (herein, ‘the client’), for 

a specific site (herein ‘the site’) and a specific purpose specified in Section 1 of this report (herein ‘the 

purpose’). This report is strictly limited for use by the client, to the purpose and site and may not be 

used for any other purposes.  

Third parties, excluding regulatory agencies assessing an application in relation to the purpose, may 

not rely on this report. O2 Metocean waives all liability to any third-party loss, damage, liability or claim 

arising out of or incidental to a third-party publishing, using or relying on the facts, content, opinions or 

subject matter contained in this report.  

O2 Metocean waives all responsibility for loss or damage where the accuracy and effectiveness of 

information provided by the Client or other third parties was inaccurate or not up to date and was relied 

upon, wholly or in part in reporting.  
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Acronyms and Abbreviations 

Acronyms/Abbreviation Description 

ADCP Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (a Teledyne-branded instrument) 

AWAC Acoustic Wave and Current Profiler (a Nortek-branded instrument) 

AIP Ashburton Infrastructure Project 

ANSIA Ashburton North Strategic Industrial Area 

BOM Bureau of Meteorology 

DE Development Envelope 

DSDMP Dredging and Spoil Disposal Management Plan 

Dp Peak spectral wave direction 

DSN Dredge Science Note 

DSO Direct Shipping Ore 

ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 

EIA Environmental Impact Assessment 

EPA Environmental Protection Agency 

Hs Significant Wave Height 

MEQMMP Marine Environmental Quality Monitoring and Management Plan 

MOF Materials Offloading Facility 

MRL Onslow Iron Pty Ltd (ACN 612 668 201) 

MS Ministerial Statement 

O2M O2 Metocean 

OGV Ocean Going Vessels 

PHS Precision Hydrographic Services 

Port The Port of Ashburton 

PPA Pilbara Ports Authority 

RANS (equations) Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (equations) 

Tp Peak spectral wave period 

TSV Transhipping Vessels 

WA Western Australia 

WAMSI Western Australian Marine Science Institute 

Wheatstone Wheatstone Liquified Natural Gas Project 
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Executive Summary 

This report presents the setup and validation of a hydrodynamic and spectral wave model of the 

Western Pilbara coastline, herein referred to as the base hydrodynamic model. This model will form 

the base intended to drive several small dredge plume and brine dispersion modelling simulations in 

the vicinity of Ashburton, to support environmental studies associated with the Ashburton Infrastructure 

Project (AIP). The scope of this report is to demonstrate that the model domain and forcing are fit for 

the purpose of driving such studies. 

Construction of the AIP will be limited to prevailing (i.e. non-cyclonic) conditions, hence we limit the 

validation of the base hydrodynamic model to such conditions also.  

The model solves the depth averaged primitive equations and is forced by state-of-the-art global tide 

and atmospheric models.  

Local datasets available for validation consisted of water-levels and wind-sea significant wave height, 

and swell significant wave height. No local currents were available hence we compared the model 

results to water-levels, currents and waves at other nearby Pilbara locations. The model was evaluated 

as being fit-for-purpose based on the domain size, the physical processes resolved, and the model skill. 

The recent Western Australian Marine Science Institute (WAMSI) Dredge Science Note (DSN) (Sun 

and Branson, 2018) and recent hydrodynamic studies for similar projects (e.g. Baird 2020) were used 

as precedents for target model skill.  The model was demonstrated to skilfully reproduce the complex 

tidal flows, and the prevailing high-frequency sea-waves, and thus it is considered fit for the purpose of 

providing open boundary-conditions for nested 3D small-scale sediment transport and brine dispersion 

studies in the vicinity Ashburton under non-cyclonic ambient forcing. 
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1. Introduction 

 Project Overview 

Onslow Iron Pty Ltd (ACN 612 668 201, herein MRL), a wholly owned subsidiary of Mineral Resources 

Limited (ACN 118 549 910), is undertaking planning for the Ashburton Infrastructure Project (AIP, the 

Proposed Action) to service iron ore mining and export developments in the West Pilbara region of 

Western Australia (WA). 

As part of an overarching business and operational strategy, MRL is undertaking planning to unlock 

stranded mineral assets in the West Pilbara region. The AIP will support MRL’s approved mine, the 

Buckland Project (herein referred to as Bungaroo South), (Ministerial Statement [MS] 906 and 

MS1147), other future iron ore deposits at Kumina and facilitate export opportunities for third party 

stranded iron ore from the West Pilbara.  

The AIP includes a fully sealed private haul road, commencing at the boundary of the approved 

Bungaroo South haul road and will continue approx. 150km west to the Port of Ashburton (Port), where 

landside and marine facilities are proposed to be developed to export iron ore. The AIP Development 

Envelope (DE) comprises four separate DEs, the Haul Road DE and three port marine DEs (Landside 

DE, Nearshore DE and Offshore DE). 

Export facilities within the Port include a dedicated nearshore berth facility along with offshore 

anchorages. The AIP will initially support the export of approximately 30million tonnes per annum of 

(Mtpa) of iron ore through the Port over a 10-year period as a Direct Shipping Ore (DSO). Future plans 

(pending approvals) are for the AIP to support export of up to 40 Mtpa over a 30-year period.  These 

future plans are discussed in more detail within this section of this submission. 

The Port was established by Chevron for the Wheatstone Liquified Natural Gas Project (Wheatstone) 

and is located within the Ashburton North Strategic Industrial Area (ANSIA) and is managed by the 

Pilbara Ports Authority (PPA). 

In 2020, a change in the nominated proponent from Chevron to PPA was approved for the shipping 

channel, Materials Offloading Facility (MOF), and access road at the Port. Through consultation with 

PPA, MRL understands that a s.45C application under the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (EP Act) 

to amend MS1131 to include allow for the development of the AIP. MRL are planning on entering a 

commercial arrangement with PPA (via the submission of Development and Construction Applications), 

whereby, MRL enter into a lease agreement with PPA, allowing the AIP to be developed and for MRL 

to carry out activities on PPA vested lands, sea bed or water areas. 

The AIP will utilise proposed and existing marine facilities to load ore onto Transhipping Vessels (TSVs) 

that will travel along PPA’s dredged shipping channel, out to deep water (up to 40m depth), to five 

dedicated anchorage points approx. 10km from Thevenard Island. Iron ore will be loaded from TSVs 

onto Capesize, Ocean Going Vessels (OGVs) at a maximum of two of the five anchorage points at any 

one time. Five anchorage points have been included within the AIP to allow for operational flexibility to 

factor in for adverse weathers conditions, operational issues, maintenance requirements and ship 

scheduling. 
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In relation to the port, the location of the jetty and associated components within the Landside and 

Nearshore DEs are situated away from mangroves adjacent to existing port infrastructure. The design 

of the piled jetty structures also minimises impacts on longshore current patterns.  

MRL are proposing to use PPA’s existing Spoil Ground C adjacent to the Port for placement of dredge 

material. Utilising an existing offshore disposal location vs developing a new offshore dredge material 

area or an onshore disposal area, was considered to present a better overall outcome, due to the 

avoidance of new disturbance to the seabed or native vegetation. Detailed investigation into onshore 

disposal was not recommended nor undertaken due to the known nature of potential spoil material from 

the AIP being unsuitable composition for onshore disposal. 

The final location of the five anchorage points within the Offshore DE were selected to avoid benthic 

habitat, which was mapped within the anchorage investigation area as being limited to the 30 m depth 

contour, with the seabed beyond this depth being predominantly bare sand. 
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Figure 1 Ashburton Infrastructure Project Location 
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Figure 2 Ashburton Infrastructure Project marine development envelopes and associated infrastructure 
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 Objective: Base Hydrodynamic Modelling 

To set up and validate a hydrodynamic and spectral wave model of the Southwestern Pilbara coastline 

to drive several small dredge plume and brine dispersion modelling simulations in the vicinity of the 

Port, to support environmental studies associated with the AIP.  

 Scope of work: Base Hydrodynamic Modelling 

The scope of this report is to demonstrate that the modelling approach chosen is adequate to resolve 

the hydrodynamics in the immediate vicinity of the AIP. The primary focus of this document is to 

demonstrate that the selection of domain size and model forcing are appropriate for driving the 

environmental studies described in Section 1.4. Further elaboration on these environmental studies is 

excluded; these are covered in their stand-alone reports (see O2 Metocean 2021a, 2021b).  It is 

anticipated that these studies may require further mesh refinement, model nesting, or alternate vertical 

discretisation schemes to resolve the unique transport and mixing processes and, as such, the 

discussion of such requirements are excluded from the present study (see O2 Metocean 2021a, 2021b). 

 General Approach 

MRL engaged O2 Metocean (O2M) to develop a hydrodynamic modelling program to support the 

environmental approvals process of the AIP.  The hydrodynamic modelling program consists of: 

 Developing and validating a local hydrodynamic model (this report);  

 Undertaking field site surveys to characterise the dredging material, background sediments, 

and water quality, to inform the hydrodynamic modelling set up (eg. O2 Marine 2021a, 2021b); 

 Modelling of dredge plume generated at the dredging site and disposal ground (O2 Metocean 

2021a) to inform the preparation of a Dredging and Spoil Disposal Management Plan 

(DSDMP); and 

 Modelling of mixing and dilution of AIP’s desalination outfall into the marine environment (O2 

Metocean 2021b) to inform the preparation of a Marine Environmental Quality Monitoring and 

Management Plan (MEQMMP). 

 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) requests dredging proponents meet their general 

environmental duty under section 25 of the Environment Protection Act 1986 by demonstrating that all 

reasonable and practicable measures have been undertaken to minimise the potential for 

environmental harm.  The EPA considers hydrodynamic modelling of the proponent’s dredging 

campaign a valid method to identify the fate and extent of turbidity plumes that will be generated during 

dredging.  By combining the hydrodynamic modelling results with information about the existing 

environment, the EPA assesses the risk of environmental impacts from dredging campaigns and 

evaluates the proponent/licensee managing strategies to protect the environment.   

For dredge plume modelling, EPA (2021) present two strategies for best- and worst-case impact 

prediction (their section 3.5). The first strategy of using multiple pressure fields requires multiple 

numerical predictions, representing the uncertainty in the stressor. The second strategy of using 

different biological effects treats the uncertainty of the biological response and requires as little as one 

single best estimate of the pressure field. This second strategy will be employed for the dredge plume 
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impact assessment of the overall project. Low-frequency currents will affect the dispersion of fine 

sediments in the dredge plume, and as these currents vary seasonally, seasonal variability should be 

considered. As the dredging is anticipated to be conducted in Q2 2022, only the dry season will be 

considered.  

For the environmental impact assessment of the brine discharge, the dilution target will be set to be 

achieved within hundreds of metres of the discharge. As such, mixing and dispersion will be dominated 

by tidal mixing, with low-frequency drift currents playing a minor role. Seasonal variability in ambient 

temperature and salinity may affect background density, which may affect the brine plume’s resistance 

to turbulent mixing. As the variability in background salinity is small with respect to the uncertainty in 

the discharge density, the impacts of seasonally variable ambient temperature and salinity are also 

secondary. As such, it is not presently necessary to model multiple seasons for this brine outfall, 

however this uncertainty should be considered during the environmental impact assessment.  

The skill of the model is demonstrated by validation against measured water levels, currents and waves.  

The model’s fitness for purpose is judged by the precedents of similar recent modelling studies, and 

modelling guidelines from the WAMSI (Sun and Branson, 2018) and recent hydrodynamic studies for 

similar projects (e.g. Baird 2020) .  
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2. Oceanographic Context 

The AIP is located on the western portion of WA’s Pilbara coast. The coastline is characterised by 

extensive beaches with numerous tidal creeks. The seabed is gently sloping until around the 20 m 

contour, which lies approximately 30 km offshore from the site. Numerous islands lie inside this contour, 

the largest being the Muiron Islands, Serrurier Island, Thevenard Island, and Barrow Island, and these 

influence waves and tidal currents in the area. 

The region exhibits a large tidal range, generally increasing towards the east, and exceeding 2 m in the 

vicinity of API (Table 2-1). Inshore, near the existing MOF and channel, water-levels demonstrate non-

linearities that are not well represented by tidal harmonics (Figure 2-1). Such non-linearities arise due 

to frictional effects in shallow water, which are strongest in the shallow waters between Barrow Island 

and the mainland, and along the ridge connecting North West Cape, the Muiron Islands, Serrurier 

Island, Thevenard Island and Barrow Island (Condie and Andrewartha, 2008).  

Table 2-1 Tidal Planes at Dampier, Barrow Island, Onslow and Cape Preston [datum mean sea level].  

Table Heading 

(left) Style 

Onslow [m] Dampier [m] Cape Preston 

[m] 

Barrow Island  

West [m]  

Barrow Island 

East [m]  

HAT 1.29 2.46 2.25 1.30 2.20 

MHWS 0.85 1.76 1.71 0.89 1.50 

MHWN 0.26 0.46 0.38 0.26 0.41 

MSL 0 0 0 0 0 

MLWN -0.25 -0.46 -0.38 -0.25 -0.40 

MLWS -0.84 -1.48 -1.45 -0.94 -1.33 

LAT -1.29 -2.66 -2.19 -1.32 -2.21 
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Figure 2-1 Short time window of observed water-levels at BN010 (blue). Times of high water are marked by black 

dotted lines, and low water by red dotted lines. Non-linearities in the timeseries are evident by relatively 

sharp peaks around high water, and a shorter neap than flood.  

Seasonal wind patterns are influenced by the Indonesian-Australian monsoon and the meridional 

migration of the equatorial and subtropical pressure belts. During the wet season (December to 

March/April) winds are predominantly westerly to south-westerly, and while in the dry season (May to 

November) they are predominantly Southerly to Easterly, coincident with the trade winds [Figure 2-2 

and Figure 2-3]. Winds are typically stronger in the wet season months, during which time the region is 

also prone to tropical cyclones. This report, however, focusses on non-cyclonic conditions. The diurnal 

land-sea breeze system is present year-round but intensifies in the wet season.  

Instantaneous currents on the inner shelf are dominated by barotropic tides, with wind-driven currents 

and continental shelf waves playing a lesser role (Sun and Branson 2018, and the references therein). 

Sub-tidal circulation is seasonally variable, and driven predominantly by winds (Condie and 

Andrewartha, 2008). During the wet season these low-frequency wind-driven drift currents flow towards 

the east, while in winter they flow towards the west. Naturally these wind-driven drift currents are 

stronger in the surface layer.  

Surface waves are dominated by high-frequency wind-seas, and so the local wave-climate is highly 

seasonally variable. Swell arrives from the greater Indian Ocean to the west and lose appreciable 

energy as they refract around North West Cape onto the northward facing Pilbara coastline, and as 

they travel through the various offshore islands and shoals. While swell direction is typically constant, 

amplitudes are generally greater in the dry season. 
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Figure 2-2 Monthly roses from the BOM’s Thevenard Island station [005084] 
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Figure 2-3 Monthly roses from the BOM’s Onslow Airport station [005017] 
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3. Model validation 

 Available validation data 

Data available for this model are given in table Table 3-1. The only suitable local data for hydrodynamic 

validation were the observed water-levels at the existing MOF, BN01 and BN10 beacons. While the 

beacon BN05 AWAC was configured to record currents, the data quality was too low to be used in 

validation. The nearest current data available were available near Cape Preston (referred to as CP20), 

and these have been used in the validation also. 

Table 3-1 Metadata for available validation data sets. In the final column, parameters marked with an asterisk (*) 

were recorded but considered too low quality for validation.  

Location Date Range Parameters Measured* 

ID Lat Lon Depth 

(MSL) 

MOF -21.6818 115.00983 -7.592 01/01/2020 > 31/12/2020   Tide (water level) 

BN10 -21.6669 115.01221 -10.057 01/01/2020 > 31/12/2020   Tide (water level) 

BN05 -21.5861 115.03324 -10.689 

01/01/2020 > 31/12/2020   Sea/Swell Hs 

Sea/Swell Direction* 

Sea/Swell Period 

Current Speed/Direction* 

WRB -21.5421 115.03254 -13.780 

01/01/2020 > 31/12/2020   Sea/Swell Hs 

Sea/Swell Direction* 

Sea/Swell Period 

BN01 -21.5247 115.04955 -15.173 01/01/2020 > 31/12/2020   Tide (water level) 

OCP20 -20.6693 116.27239 -23.458 

27/09/2020 > 06/11/2020   Current Speed/Direction 

Total/Sea/Swell Hs 

Total/Sea/Swell Direction 

Total/Sea/Swell Period 

 Quantification of model Skill 

We quantified the skill of the hydrodynamic and wave models using the model bias: 

𝐵𝑖𝑎𝑠 =
1

𝑛
∑[𝑀𝑖 − 𝑂𝑖],

𝑛

𝑖=1
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root mean squared error: 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = [
1

𝑛
∑[𝑀𝑖 − 𝑂𝑖]2

𝑛

𝑖=1

 ]

1
2

, 

Murphy (1988) skill score: 

𝑆𝑆𝑀 = 1 −
∑ [𝑀𝑖 − 𝑂𝑖]2𝑛

𝑖=1

∑ [𝑂𝑖 − �̅�]2𝑛
𝑖=1

, 

and the Wilmott (1981) Index of Agreement: 

𝐼𝑂𝐴𝑊 = 1 −
∑ [𝑀𝑖 − 𝑂𝑖]2𝑛

𝑖=1

∑ [[𝑀𝑖 − �̅�] + [𝑂𝑖 − �̅�]]
2𝑛

𝑖=1

 

In these formulae ‘n’ is the number of observations, 𝑀 and 𝑂 represent modelled and observed values, 

respectively, the subscript 𝑖 indicates the 𝑖𝑡ℎ point in the record, and the overbar denotes the arithmetic 

mean. As each of these equations require that 𝑀𝑖 and 𝑂𝑖 are contemporaneous, we transform the 

observed data by means of linear interpolation in time. As per common Sun and Branson (2018), we 

present 𝑆𝑆𝑀 for waves and currents, and 𝐼𝑂𝐴𝑊 for wave heights. For comparison with other recent 

hydrodynamics modelling studies for Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) purposes in Western 

Australia, we also present 𝐼𝑂𝐴𝑊 for currents.  

Prior to quantification of model skill for wave height, observed data were adjusted to account for the 

noise floor present in Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) wave measurements, where the noise 

floor was estimated as the lowest variance observed over a 12-month observation period. 
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4. Numerical Model 

Modelling was conducted using DHI’s MIKE FM suite of models. The MIKE FM hydrodynamic (HD) 

module solves the unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) equations (mass and 

momentum) and can be fully coupled with a surface wave-action equation. Spatial discretisation uses 

a finite volume approximation on unstructured horizontal grids with three- and four-sided polygons. The 

vertical coordinate in the hydrodynamic module can be discretised with either a sigma or combined 

sigma-z scheme. Alternately, the depth averaged equations can be solved without vertical 

discretisation.  

The model incorporates non-hydrostatic and baroclinic pressure, though hydrostatic and barotropic 

assumptions can be used for increased efficiency and stability. Coriolis may be specified as fully 

variable, or by f-plane approximation. A two-equation (𝑘 − 𝜖) closure scheme is implemented for both 

horizontal and vertical eddy viscosities, or alternately a Smagorinsky formulation may be used in the 

horizontal. If required, air-sea fluxes, tidal potential and ice-coverage may be prescribed.  

The Mike suite of models incorporates several additional modules for transport of dissolved or 

suspended material. Coupled sub-grid near-field models are included (e.g. for ocean outfalls and sea-

dumping), and far field diffusivities scale on the eddy viscosity from the hydrodynamic module. 

 Hydrodynamic Module 

4.1.1. Model extent and spatial discretisation 

The model domain extends from North West Cape to Legendre Island, with a single open boundary 

offshore. Placement of this boundary was one of the key considerations in model optimisation. The 

domain was discretised with triangular elements only, ranging from 1 km offshore to 50 m inshore (1). 

The offshore resolution was chosen to match that of a larger regional model spanning the entire North 

West Shelf. We did not use this regional model in the final simulations of the present study but retained 

this high-offshore resolution notwithstanding. The inshore resolution was chosen to provide a minimum 

resolution for MOF and channel, and to permit low-resolution pilot tests of localised transport studies 

(these will advise the setup of high-resolution transport studies in the project area). Together, the 

horizontal resolution of this model was appreciably finer than required for present purposes or 

previously adopted for similar, albeit larger, projects in the area (e.g. Baird 2020). 

In this phase of the hydrodynamic modelling investigation, no vertical discretisation was applied, and 

the vertically integrated equations were solved with hydrostatic barotropic pressure only. These 

assumptions neglect some circulation near the open boundary; however, this study is concerned 

principally with circulation inshore of the 20 m isobath where the influence of these deep-water flow 

features is small. The vertical structure of the low-frequency wind-driven currents is not resolved with 

this setup either, and this must be considered when nesting 3D models within this domain for the 

purpose of environmental impact assessment. This is covered in O2 Metocean (2021a, and 2021b). 

 

1 Higher resolution was adopted in the dredge plume and brine dispersion modelling applications. 
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Figure 4-1 Model Domain extending from Northwest Cape to Legendre Island. The Resolution at the open boundary 

is ~ 1km, which was chosen to match a larger regional storm surge model, though this larger model was 

not used in this investigation. A high resolution was used in the vicinity of the AIP to facilitate pilot 

dredge plume and brine dispersion studies.  

4.1.2. Bathymetry 

We used two datasets for this project:  

1. A set of digitised Admiralty Charts, and  

2. A compiled dataset provided to O2M by MRL [herein the MRL bathymetry].  

 

The combined Admiralty Chart data are shown in Figure 4-2, interpolated over the study area. Large, 

unsurveyed areas exist in the shoals south of Barrow Island, where strong frictional effects exist (Condie 

and Andrewartha, 2008) that potentially influence coastal hydrodynamics elsewhere in the domain 

(Note that these unsurveyed areas are not evident in the interpolated data of Figure 4-2).  

The MRL bathymetry, surveyed by Precision Hydrographic Services (PHS) is of high resolution but low 

spatial coverage, resolving mostly the Wheatstone Dredge Channel and existing PPA Anchorage sites. 
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Figure 4-2 Digitised data from nautical charts interpolated over the study area. 
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Figure 4-3 The larger panel shows the dataset provided to O2M by MRL. The inset indicates the extent of this data 

with respect to the model domain (yellow polygon) and digitised data from nautical charts interpolated 

over the study area. 

4.1.3. Open boundary forcing 

The open boundary was forced by water-levels reconstructed from the harmonic constituents output by 

the TPXO (2) Indian Ocean 1/12th-degree regional model. The outputs include only diurnal and 

semidiurnal constituents (Table 4-1), and the domain must be sufficiently large to account for 

Coefficients for lunar nodal modulation (note these were calculated for the start of the simulation, which 

is reasonable for simulation durations of this scale). Spatial interpolation of the TPXO outputs onto the 

onto boundary points was performed by a weighted nearest neighbour interpolation. For each boundary 

 

2 TPXO is a series of fully-global models of ocean tides that best fit the Laplace Tidal Equations and 

altimetry data.  For further details, please refer to https://www.tpxo.net/global  

https://www.tpxo.net/global
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node the three nearest TPXO grid points were used, weighted by the inverse of the distance between 

TPXO output location and the boundary node location.  

As the area of interest is the inner-continental shelf, where low-frequency currents are driven by local 

wind-stress (Section 2), nesting within a data assimilated regional or global numerical model (e.g. 

HYCOM or Bluelink) was not required. Regional and baroclinic currents in the deeper areas of the 

domain will not be resolved, though interactions between these currents and surface tides is negligible 

at these depths, and so the approximation is valid.  

Table 4-1 Amplitudes of TPXO tidal water levels for each constituent at selected points along the model boundary.  

Const [-21.502] 

[114.338] 

[-21.098] 

[115.593] 

[-20.536] 

[115.046] 

[-20.21] 

[116.256] 

M2:  0.41 0.77 0.53 0.91 

S2:  0.22 0.44 0.28 0.52 

N2:  0.078 0.15 0.098 0.17 

K2: 0.061 0.12 0.08 0.15 

K1:  0.19 0.22 0.2 0.22 

O1:  0.13 0.14 0.13 0.14 

P1:  0.059 0.067 0.062 0.068 

Q1:  0.03 0.032 0.03 0.033 

4.1.4. Atmospheric Forcing 

The model was forced with winds and atmospheric pressure from European Centre for Medium-Range 

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA5 0.25 degree hourly hindcast. A sample comparison to publicly 

available data from the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) is shown in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5. ERA5 

resolves the prevailing seasonable winds accurately and is skilful in its resolution of land-sea-breeze 

modulation compared to earlier generation models, but often under resolves the magnitude of the 

peaks. Resolution of synoptic-scale modulation is also improved against earlier generations, though 

remains imperfect.  
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Figure 4-4 Comparison BOM wind observations at the Onslow Airport station and ERA5 modelled winds at the nearest 

model output point for January. BOM data are averaged to the same hourly interval of the ERA data. 

 

Figure 4-5 Comparison BOM wind observations at the Thevenard Island station and ERA5 modelled winds at the 

nearest model output point for June. BOM data are averaged to the same hourly interval of the ERA 

Waves 

 Wave action module 

Surface stress for the wave module was the same as the hydrodynamic module, and the open boundary 

was forced with significant wave height (Hs), peak spectral wave period (Tp), peak spectral wave 

direction (Dp), and directional spread from the ECMWF ERA5 reanalysis product. No partitioning of the 

spectrum was applied, i.e. each of these spectral parameters describes the total sea state. Through the 

validation process the model was found to represent the wind-sea-dominated wave environment 

skilfully (Section 5), and so no tuning of the ERA5 outputs was required.  

 Simulation Periods 

We present the results of two simulations: 
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1. A two-month dry-to-wet season transition simulation from 2020-06-28 to 2020-09-06, and; 

2. A two-month wet season simulation from 2020-09-29 to 2020-11-10. 

 

The first is the period is representative of the environmental conditions expected during the AIP 

construction phase. The second period coincides with a set of high-quality measurements at the CP20 

observations (Section 3.1), allowing a broader validation of inner-shelf portion of the model domain.  
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5. Results 

The model accurately produces the low-energy high-frequency shallow-water tidal constituents (Figure 

5-1) and non-linearities (Figure 5-2) in the water-level observations in the vicinity of the project.  

The model is highly skilled in its simulation of water-levels in the vicinity of the project (Figure 5-3; 

IOAW>0.99, SSM>0.96, BIAS<0.03 m), and to the east of Barrow Island (Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7). 

The model skill was commensurate with recent Western Australian Marine Science Institute (WAMSI) 

Dredge Science Note (DSN) (Sun and Branson, 2018) and recent hydrodynamic studies for similar 

projects (e.g. Baird 2020). 

The model also simulated the dominant wind-sea component of the surface waves skilfully (Figure 5-4 

and Figure 5-5; IOAW>0.82, BIAS<0.03 m), though it slightly underrepresented the swell component 

(BIAS~0.08 m).  

 
Figure 5-1 Amplitude spectrum for the observed water-levels at BN10 (blue) and the 2-month numerical simulation 

(black). The model was forced only with the frequencies indicated by vertical lines. The 2-month 

simulation was too short for adequate separation of the semidiurnal and lower frequency components. 

The appearance of high-frequency shallow-water signals is faithful to the observations.  

 
Figure 5-2 Short time window of observed vs. simulated water levels at the MOF location showing faithful 

reproduction of the non-linearity in the tidal signal. The skill metrics shown in the text box in the upper-

left corner are for this short time-window only, not the full simulation. 
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Figure 5-3 Observed vs Simulated water levels at the MOF, BN10 and BN10 locations 
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Figure 5-4 Validation plot for waves at the BN05 location. Top: wind-sea waves; Bottom: swell waves. 

 

 

Figure 5-5 Validation plot for waves at the BN05 location. Top: wind-sea waves; Bottom: swell waves. 
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Table 5-1 Model Skill. The symbol * indicates that Murphy skill scores are not presented for waves.  

SID Site Parameter Period Bias RMSE SSM SSW 
Test_19 MOF Surface elevation (m) 2020-06-28 / 2020-09-06 -0.03 0.10 0.962 0.991 
Test_19 BN01 Surface elevation (m) 2020-06-28 / 2020-09-06 0.00 0.09 0.969 0.992 
Test_19 BN10 Surface elevation (m) 2020-06-28 / 2020-09-06 -0.02 0.09 0.964 0. 991 
Test_19 BN05 Sea Wave Height (m) 2020-06-28 / 2020-09-06 -0.03 0.14 * 0.825 
Test_19 BN05 Swell Wave Height (m) 2020-06-28 / 2020-09-06 0.08 0.11 * 0.611 
Test_19 WRB Sea Wave Height (m) 2020-06-28 / 2020-09-06 -0.02 0.13 * 0.882 
Test_19 WRB Swell Wave Height (m) 2020-06-28 / 2020-09-06 0.07 0.01 * 0.644 
Test_15 CP20 Surface elevation (m) 2020-09-29 / 2020-10-11 -0.001 0.037 0.958 0.988 
Test_15 CP20 Current speed (m/s) 2020-09-29 / 2020-10-11 0.004 0.003 * 0.844 

 

As indicated in Sun and Branson (2018), representation of the low-frequency drift currents is much 

more challenging. These currents rely on accurate wind-fields, which is harder to obtain compared to 

tidal forcing.  

As there were no quality current measurements in the vicinity of the AIP, we relied solely on the CP20 

observations for this assessment. To demonstrate model skill in representing low-frequency drift 

currents, Sun and Branson (2018) present a progressive vector diagram of low-pass filtered currents 

over a ten-day period where drift currents were strong. Over such a period in September 2020, where 

the winds were approximately westerly, the low-pass filtered current measurements suggest an 

alongshore drift of approximately 36 km, and negligible net cross shore drift. The model reproduced 

this alongshore drift with an error of only 6% (Figure 5-7).  

 

Figure 5-6 alongshore and cross shore currents represented for CP20.  
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Figure 5-7 Progressive vector diagrams of low-pass filtered currents. Data observed at the CP20 site are shown in 

blue, and the output at this location is show in black.  

During the dry season the seasonal drift currents are expected to reverse (Condie and Andrewartha, 

2008). At the time of reporting, there were no dry-season ADCP data available from the CP20 site to 

repeat this analysis. 
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6. Conclusion 

This report presents the configuration of a barotropic numerical model of the Western Pilbara region, 

intended to provide the hydrodynamics and surface wave forcing for future EIA in the vicinity of 

Ashburton. The model solves the depth averaged primitive equations and is forced by global tide and 

atmospheric models. The model is demonstrated to skilfully reproduce the complex tidal flows, and the 

prevailing high-frequency sea-waves. The model is reasonable in its reproduction of the seasonal drift 

currents, and slightly underpredicts the swell-component of the wave field, though this is generally 

dwarfed by the wind-seas.  

The model is considered fit for the purpose of providing open boundary-conditions for nested 3D small-

scale sediment transport and brine dispersion studies in the vicinity Ashburton under non-cyclonic 

ambient forcing.  
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